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ABSTRACT Radiologists use an imaging order from the ordering physician, which includes a radiology title,
to select the most suitable imaging protocol. Inappropriate radiology titles can disrupt protocol selection
and result in mistaken or delayed diagnosis. The objective of this work is to develop an algorithm to
predict correct radiology titles from incoming exam order data. The proposed instrument is an ensemble
of five decision tree-based machine learning (ML) techniques (Light Gradient Boosting Machine, eXtreme
Gradient Boosting Machine, Random Forest, Adaptive Boosting, and Random UnderSampling Boosting
Model) trained to recommend radiology titles of computed tomography imaging examinations based on
electronic medical records. Issues of imbalanced data and generalization were addressed. The tuned models
were used to predict the top three radiology titles for the radiologist revision. The models were evaluated
using a 10-fold cross-validation method, yielding an approximate average accuracy of 80.5% ± 2.02% and
F1-score of 80.3% ± 1.67% for all models, while the ensemble classifier (∼83% F1-score) outperformed
individual models. An accumulated average accuracy of ∼92% was obtained for the top three predictions.
ML techniques can predict radiology titles and identify highly important features. The proposed system
can guide physicians toward selecting appropriate radiology titles and alert radiologists to inconsistencies
between the radiology title in the exam order and the patient’s underlying conditions, thereby improving
imaging utility and increasing diagnostic accuracy, which favors better patient outcomes.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, machine learning, boosting, electronic medical records, protocols,
computed tomography.

I. INTRODUCTION
Approximately 70 million individuals undergo computer
tomography (CT) scans annually in the USA alone, and
CT use is expected to continue to increase [1]. Artificial
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intelligence (AI) methods, including machine learning (ML)
techniques, are a promising approach to improving the effi-
ciency of workers within the workflow for CT scans. Thus
far, researchers have focused mostly on the development
of AI systems for downstream image interpretation tasks.
There has been extensive research on tasks such as classify-
ing images [2], identifying follow-up recommendations [3],
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FIGURE 1. Radiology workflow – a referring physician makes an imaging
order, the radiologist takes the imaging order and selects an appropriate
protocol, the technologist performs the imaging acquisition through
selecting appropriate machine-level parameter. The image is interpreted
by a radiologist, and the results are reported to the ordering physician.

denoising and reconstructing images [4], detecting lesions
and organs [5], and synthesizing super-resolution medi-
cal images [6]. Much of the work focused on developing
deep learning (DL) AI algorithms for these tasks, includ-
ing convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [2], 3D CNNs
for MRI and CT images [5], recurrent neural networks [3],
and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [4], particularly
attention-based GANs [6]. Other research has focused on
developing transfer learning algorithms for image analysis
tasks, segmentation, object identification, disease categoriza-
tion, and severity grading [7].
However, fewer studies have been performed on upstream

radiology tasks such as title selection and protocol determi-
nation. We are not aware of any decision support system for
radiology titles. There is scarce literature on the develop-
ment of DL models for automating protocol selections using
natural language processing (NLP). Trivedi et al. developed
Watson DL to use free text to select contrast agents in MRI
protocols [8], and Lee developed a CNNmechanism to deter-
mine routine or tumor MRI protocols [9]. However, these
twoworks are limited to musculoskeletalMRI protocols. Few
AI systems have been developed for protocol, contrast-agent,
and machine-specification selection [10], [11], [12].
In a radiology workflow, a referring physician makes an

imaging order, the radiologist translates this order to an
appropriate imaging protocol, and a technologist tunes the
machine based on the scanner protocol to perform the imag-
ing acquisition. The radiologist interprets the images and
reports the results to the ordering physician (Figure 1). The
imaging request includes a physician-assigned title (referred
to as the ‘‘radiology title’’ in this article) that indicates the
type of exam to be performed on the patient. In tailoring the
patients’ needs to their care pathway, the goal is to design
and deliver optimal outcomes and provide the best patient
experience. There is substantial value at the beginning of the
imaging chain when an imaging examination is ordered (i.e.,
assigning a radiology title) because this actionable informa-
tion is translated by a radiologist to a more specific task of
assigning a radiology protocol. The radiology protocol then
determines how a technologist scans the patient. An inappro-

priate imaging examination may have no value for a referring
physician to address patient needs if the radiology title is
wrongly selected at the beginning. The appropriate selection
of examination order can be achieved using a decision support
system, through which referring physicians can select the
radiology title and be made aware of the need for appropriate
title assignments. Since ordering physicians are not always
aware of the complexity of radiology protocol selections
available to radiologists, the decision support system provides
uniform information to radiologists to select the most suitable
protocols, thereby optimizing protocol selections and the
imaging workflow [13]. Consequently, many care providers
across different departments can uniformly design and deliver
optimal protocols for every circumstance [13].

Radiologists’ CT protocol selections include selection of
an anatomical region (e.g., abdomen) and focus within the
region (e.g., liver) and whether exogenous contrast will
be used (e.g., intravenous contrast) [9]. Radiology proto-
cols consist of precise instructions for obtaining a desired
set of medical images, and are used to translate refer-
ring physicians’ orders into specific radiological imaging
tasks.

However, because the primary role of radiologists is
image interpretation, protocoling can be viewed as an inter-
ruptive task that reduces radiologists’ workflow efficiency.
Furthermore, it is time-consuming, cumbersome, and error-
prone [11]. Protocol assignment takes approximately 6% of a
radiologist’s time [14].
Inappropriate CT protocol selection can result in missing

diagnostic information, thereby jeopardizing patient health,
delaying treatment, and increasing healthcare costs [11], [15].
Furthermore, although CT has advantages over other imaging
modalities owing to its high spatial resolution and consistent
quality, there remains a need to minimize exposure to poten-
tially harmful radiation in CT scans [16]. Patients should
be exposed to the lowest amount of radiation requisite for
their specific clinical question. Conversely, optimal protocol
assignment facilitates accurate diagnosis, reduces clinical
uncertainty and follow-up examinations, thereby minimizing
patient exposure to radiation and contrast agents. These ben-
efits increase patient safety. Due to avoiding the repetition
of the scan, it also reduces human workloads and infras-
tructure utilization costs [14], [17]. Much research has been
done to develop DL algorithms for image-based radiologic
diagnoses [18] as well as the acquisition, reconstruction, and
interpretation ofMRI data [19]. However, little has been done
to model radiology protocols [9], [14], [15], [17]. To our
knowledge, no ML/AI system has yet been developed for
modeling radiology titles.

We developed a modeling system to predict radiology titles
(e.g., CT abdomen triphasic liver with contrast, CT abdomen
and pelvis with contrast) based on radiology exam orders
from referring physicians (e.g., ‘‘CT abdomen, with contrast,
indication: hepatocellular carcinoma follow-up’’). These
radiology examination titles can be used by radiologists to
aid appropriate protocol selection and to improve workflow
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efficiency. Our model is implemented using data from the
patient electronic medical records (EMRs).

One of the challenges in generating this model was
accessing EMR data. EMRs are not readily accessible due to
protections on patient privacy and personal information. The
challenges involved in working with EMRs include hetero-
geneity, incompleteness, and imbalanced data. Even within
a single institution, EMR data are often recorded differently,
although they obey standard rules for being recorded. Since
some diagnostic tests are dangerous or costly, the sequence
of testing is incomplete in many cases. Thus, the various
types of recorded data are imbalanced. Finally, methods for
data analysis must be transparent and cannot use a black
box technique. Given these constraints, there is increasing
demand for a robust ML pipeline to address these issues [20].
Since inherently interpretable models have been strongly
recommended for use in critical decision support systems
such as healthcare [21], we used intuitive decision tree (DT)-
basedmodels with interpretable outputs. DTs combine simple
classifiers (weak learners) and thus enable decisions to be
made based on a classifier ensemble rather than single classi-
fiers. DTs can be traversed by going through nodes owing to
their tendency to be approximately balanced. Because each
node requires checking the value of only a single feature, the
overall prediction complexity is independent of the number
of features. Thus, DTs can make predictions very fast, even
with large training sets [22].
We incorporated boosting methods to support prediction of

the most suitable titles [22]. Boosting is a process whereby
simple classifiers are combined with weak learners to aug-
ment performance relative to a single classifier. A boosting
ensemble of classifiers learns and combines many weak clas-
sifiers rather than learning a single robust classifier. It thus
constitutes a robust complex classifier unto itself [23]. Gen-
erally, boosting algorithms train predictors sequentially, each
trying to correct its predecessor [22]. They outperform in the
processing of data with higher-order relationships. Boosting
algorithms have been shown to surpass other ML models
in several tasks, including in the emergency department
triage [24].
Extreme gradient boosting (XGB) and light gradient

boosting model (LGBM) algorithms are two efficient and
optimized boosting methods. XGB is a highly effective scal-
able end-to-end tree-boost algorithm widely used in ML that
can be employed effectively with sparse data [22], [25].
It uses a weighted quantile sketch to determine an efficient
splitting point, effective memory usage, proper data com-
pression to store the data efficiently, and selective sharing
to make a scalable tree boosting system that is fast and effi-
cient. XGB has been shown to be an effective classification
and prediction algorithm in diverse applications, includ-
ing predicting chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [26],
improving the efficiency of cataract management [27],
predicting side effects of analgesics for osteoarthritis
patients [28].

The LGBM algorithm also addresses efficiency and
scalability issues, especially for data with high feature
dimensionality and large datasets. Compared to XGB that
addresses computation time issues, its requirement for scan-
ning all records to determine all possible split points is
time-consuming. The LGBM algorithm addressed this issue
by excluding a portion of data information, which has
small-gradient information by using Gradient-based One-
Side Sampling (GOSS) algorithm, and then using the remain-
der of information to estimate information gains. Thus, the
LGBM has become a fast and efficient algorithm for ML
modeling, with the tradeoff that its data exclusion makes it
prone to overfitting [29]. LGBM and XGB have been used in
developing decision support systems for orthodontic appli-
cations [30]. RF and XGB were used to develop a decision
support system for predicting COVID-19 mortality [31].
Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) is a well-established boost-

ing algorithm that uses weighted versions of the same training
dataset instead of randomly subsampling the training set.
In this algorithm, a set of weak learners operates sequentially,
using reweighted versions of the training set, with the weights
depending on the accuracy of the previous classifiers. The
training set is always the same at each iteration, with each
training instance weighted according to its misclassification
by the previous classifiers. Thus, the weak learner focuses
on misclassified patterns by considering the previous weak
classifiers [23]. Thus, it does not need a large dataset to
be trained. AdaBoost has been used in a decision support
system for chronic type 2 diabetes [32] and for detecting lung
cancer [33].

The random undersampling (RUSBoost) model is another
boosting algorithm used to address the issues of learning
from skewed training data [34]. RUSBoost uses a random
undersampling mechanism to decrease the majority class
instances in each boosting round [35]. RUSBoost was also
used to develop a decision support system for early sepsis
prediction [36] and stroke alert [37].
The random forest (RF) is a nonlinear classification

method that builds a DT ensemble [38]. It uses a combination
of DT predictors wherein each tree depends on independently
sampled values of a random vector [39]. RF is an appropriate
model for high-dimension data, datawithmissing values, data
composed of various data types (e.g., numerical and categori-
cal) [40]. Its ensemble strategies and random sampling help it
to overcome overfitting issues [40]. Random forest has been
used to develop several decision support systems for critical
care [41] in predicting disease survivability [42] and heart
arrhythmia [43].

Voting classifiers can be used to enhance modeling perfor-
mance. They train other base-learner algorithms (including
boosting and RF models), aggregate the predictions of each
constituent classifier, and use a soft-voting mechanism to
predict the highest-probability class, averaged over all the
individual classifiers [22]. Soft voting usually results in
higher performance than hard voting because it gives more
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weight to highly confident votes, i.e., in hard voting, the
majority wins by voting every individual classifier to a class,
and in soft voting, the prediction of every individual classifier
as a probability determines the target class [22].

Herein, we describe a newly developed decision support
system designed to predict radiology titles. The developed
algorithm is an ensemble of five DT-based techniques trained
to recommend CT radiology report titles based on EMR
data. The ensemble mechanism consists of a voting classifier
inclusive of LGBM, XGB, RF, AdaBoost, and RUSBoost
models.

The following contributions were made in developing the
decision support system for CT radiology title:

• Determining the preprocessing steps required for prepar-
ing the EMR data

• Addressing the missing value issues in EMRs
• Identifying the most suitable classification models
• Integrating all five models into one via a voting mecha-
nism

• Addressing imbalanced data issues
• Determining important features
• Overcoming the issue of generalization (i.e., adaptation
to new cases)

In this article, we introduce the design and implementa-
tion of the pipeline, demonstrate the evaluation methods and
results obtained from each model, and establish a prediction
mechanism for radiologist revisions.

II. METHODS
A. DATA COLLECTION
We gathered EMR data for patients who underwent abdom-
inal CT scans in the Stanford healthcare system with
Institutional Review Board approval (Approving Institution:
Stanford University, IRB Board Protocol Number: 56914,
Date of Approval: 10/26/2020). The extracted data set was
anonymized, and included data regarding patient demograph-
ics, admission, order, procedure, radiology, diagnostic, and
laboratory information were obtained from hospitals, clinics,
and ancillary services as summarized in Appendix A, Table 3.
The radiology titles were pulled from the radiology reports
stored at the data repository of our institution.

B. PIPELINE STRUCTURE
Our pipeline consists of 5 parts (Figure 2).

1) DATA CLEANING AND PREPROCESSING
Only EMRdata for patients who underwent abdominal region
CT scans at 18–90 years old (N = 53,345) obtained between
May 2017 and October 2021 were retained, including accom-
panying data from scans of other regions. ‘Reference only’
radiology images (i.e., images scanned outside of our health-
care institution) were excluded. Order Type was limited to
Imaging and the canceled orders were removed. The names of
attributes in categorical descriptions (orders, procedures, and
diagnoses) were standardized. For example, ‘Event Date’ and

FIGURE 2. Pipeline structure – The pipeline consisted of data
preprocessing to filter data, radiology report analysis to select top
radiology titles, event extraction to extract patient data associated with
selected radiology titles, modeling to train ML models, and predictions to
provide top three radiology titles and automate the top one selected title
above the determined thresholds.

‘Recent Encounter Date’ were renamed simply Date. The ear-
liest of multiple recorded dates (e.g., Result Date, Order Date,
Taken Date) was retained for the Date parameter. Diagnosis
Type indicating the type of patient’s problem (e.g., Primary,
Chronic, or Hospital problem) was limited to Primary and
Primary ED.

Laboratory results related to kidney function (e.g., esti-
mated glomerular filtration rate and creatinine) were selected
and lemmatized to similar clinical measurements (e.g., ‘urine
creatinine’ and ‘creatinine, urine’). Any measurement val-
ues mixed with letters or signs were excluded. We retained
smoking history in the form of nine subcategories such
as every-day, some-day, regular, former, never, passive,
unknown, heavy, and light smoker. We excluded alcohol use
as a parameter because its reporting was not standardized.

2) RENAMING COMMON ATTRIBUTES
Attributes derived from various files and recorded undermore
than one name (e.g., Diagnosis Type and Diagnosis Descrip-
tion) were renamed to institute distinct names.

3) RADIOLOGY REPORT ANALYSIS
The radiology titles were obtained from radiology reports in
our institution’s database. They were ranked by frequency
of occurrence. The top 15 radiology titles were selected
(Figure 3) and the corresponding patient ID’s and dates were
retained.

4) SELECTING RECORDS AND MERGING FILES
Ultimately, data from 46,362 patients (multiple records per
patient allowed) formed the input signals inclusive of 134,089
records of selected titles yielding feature dimensions of
30 attributes (Table 1). Figure 4(a) illustrates the Standards
for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) flow chart
diagram that indicates the number of patients, number of
records, and reasons for exclusion from original data to pre-
pared data for our modeling.

The data size illustrated in Figure 4(b) indicates the
number of patients and number of records in the initially
collected cohort from the Radiology Information System
(RIS, a subcomponent of the EMR) for the patients who
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TABLE 1. Selected features.

FIGURE 3. Distribution of radiology titles. The top 15 CT radiology titles
were selected and labeled for supervised learning. The classes were
labeled Class 0 to Class 14 from top to bottom on this distribution
(Abdomen (Abd.), Angiography (Ang.), Chest (Ch.), Contrast (Cont.),
Cervical (Cer.), Embolism (Emb.), Intravenous (IV), Liver (Liv.), Pelvis (Pel.),
Pulmonary (Pul.), Triphasic (Tri.), Trauma (Tra.), With (W), and Without
(WO)).

mainly undergone abdominal CT scans, and selected data
refers to the data selected after selecting 15 top radiology
titles.

FIGURE 4. a) The Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy STARD
flowchart diagram – STARD indicates the number of patients and records
in the original pool and exclusion criteria used to prepare the selected
data for modeling, and b) data size and overall mechanism – Data size
indicates the number of patients and number of records in the collected
cohort from the Radiology Information System (RIS) for the patients who
have undergone CT scans. Selected data refers to the data selected after
selecting 15 top radiology titles, and the data was split by 80% and 20%
by patients. Overall mechanism indicates modeling and hyperparameter
optimization performed on training set. The test set is used to evaluate
the models. Predicted titles with a probability above a certain threshold
are automatically assigned; the rest will be provided to radiologists for
their revisions.

5) MODELING
Numerical features (e.g., age, weight, and height) were scaled
by the MaxAbsScaler method, which normalizes values by
dividing them the maximum absolute value. Categorical data
were transformed to numerical values between 0 and the num-
ber of subcategories for that feature with the label encoder in
the Scikit Learn software package (0.24.2). We added 1 to
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FIGURE 5. Cross-validation results for the entire dataset. The 10 – fold
cross-validation method to evaluate model performance, represented by
a) accuracy and b) F1-score.

all encoded values to avoid mixing encoded 0 values with
missing values, which were filled with zeros.

The data were allocated to training (80%) and test (20%)
sets randomly by patient. The entire dataset was split into
training and test sets using a stratified sampling mechanism
with a single number of split and random shuffle. The training
set was then used for model training, and the test set was left
intact for calculating the performance of the model predic-
tions, as illustrated in Figure 4(b).

LGBM, XGB, RF, AdaBoost, and RUSBoost algorithms
were used for supervised learning because of their abil-
ity to model non-linear relationships in EMR data [24].
Hyperparameters (maximum depth, learning rate, and num-
ber of leaves) were tuned with a grid search mechanism
in a five-fold cross-validation method. The list of selected
hyperparameters, their values, and the range of values for
tuning the models are reported in Appendix B. To evaluate
the generalization performance of the algorithms, a 10-fold
cross-validation mechanism was performed on the entire
dataset using accuracy and F1-score as the scoring function.
In each cross-validation iteration, nine folds of data were used
for training and one-fold for the test. Means and standard
deviations are shown in Figure 5.
Summary plots of Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP)

values were developed to reveal the contribution of each
feature to predictions and to indicate the relative importance
of each feature [44].
We employed a voting classifier trained by LGBM, XGB,

RF, AdaBoost, and RUSBoost classifiers. The voting classi-

TABLE 2. Summary of model evaluations.

fier aggregated the predictions of each component classifier
and predicted the most frequently voted class. It used soft vot-
ing to predict the class with the highest probability, averaged
over all individual classifiers from the outputs of the models.
Imbalance in the dataset was addressed by including class
weights in the models.

Missing values were filled in based on prior patient data.
The most time-proximal data source within a window of a
year from the target abdominal CT was used. Otherwise, they
were considered missing values.

6) PREDICTING
Finally, the tuned models were used to predict radiology
titles and their probabilities. The pipeline produced a list
of top-three title suggestions, based on F-scores, with their
probabilities. In addition, a threshold value was determined
to indicate a minimum probability for automating radiology
title selection by the system.

III. RESULTS
Table 2 indicates the results of model evaluations, including
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-scores for all models on
a held-out test set. The models were also evaluated using
cross-validation, yielding an approximate average accuracy
of 80.5% ± 2.02% and F1-score of 80.3% ± 1.67% for all
models (Figure 5).
Procedure ID (Proc ID) (determined in the ordering pro-

cess), Order Description, Patient Class (Pat Class), and
ICD10 (International Classification of Diseases) Code, which
were the most important features according to our SHAP
plots, played key roles in modeling and correlated with rou-
tine title selections (Figure 6). The ICD10 codes were not
stratified to avoid reducing the variability in these codes.

The top-three radiology titles produced, along with their
probabilities, were used to select the most appropriate titles
in the context of a clinical decision support system. These
top-threemost probable predicted titles and their probabilities
were reported for radiologist review (Figure 7).
We obtained an accumulated accuracy of 91.2%, 93.4%,

92.6%, 93.2%, 90.1%, and 93.2% for the top-three predicted
titles for LGBM, XGB, RF, AdaBoost, RUSBoost, and Vot-
ing, respectively (Figure 8).

A threshold value can be defined to indicate the titles
that will require subsequent radiologist or technologist revi-
sion. The probabilities were analyzed for all models to
determine the threshold value for automating the radiology
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FIGURE 6. SHAP Summary plot. Summary plots of Shapley Additive
Explanations (SHAP) values were developed for the LGBM, XGB, and RF
models to explain the contribution of each feature to the prediction and
indicate the relative importance of each feature. Proc ID = Ordering
Procedure ID, Pat Class = Patient Class, ICD = International Classification
of Diseases, Pat Lvl Care = patient level care; for description refer to
Appendix A. (Abdomen (Abd.), Angiography (Ang.), Chest (Ch.), Contrast
(Cont.), Cervical (Cer.), Embolism (Emb.), Intravenous (IV), Liver (Liv.),
Pelvis (Pel.), Pulmonary (Pul.), Triphasic (Tri.), Trauma (Tra.), With (W), and
Without (WO)).

FIGURE 7. Examples of voting classifier prediction results. The predicted
titles and their probabilities were reported for radiologist review.

title selections. The Voting Classifier determines a threshold
value of approximately 0.9 for the current data set. Although
obtaining the threshold value that can be in clinical use
requires further clinical evaluations, the obtained threshold
just indicates the feasibility of the pipeline to segregate pred-
icated titles to automated and revised cases. The receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve was obtained using the
One-vs-Rest method for all classes. Figure 9 illustrates the
ROC curves of the top five classes and the macro and micro
averaging plots of all 15 classes, where Class 0, CTAbdomen
Pelvis w IV Contrast (AP w IV Cont.); Class 1, CT Chest

FIGURE 8. Top three predicted accuracies. Accumulated accuracies for the
top three predicted titles were evaluated for all models.

FIGURE 9. The characteristic (ROC) curve for the top five classes and the
macro and micro averaging of all 15 classes using the One-vs-Rest
method. Class 0 to 4 abbreviated using A for Abdominal, C for Chest, H for
Head, P for Pelvis, H for Head, w for with, wo for without, and Contr. for
Contrast. The inset illustrates the zoomed ROC curves.

Abdomen Pelvis w IV Contrast (CAP w IV Cont.); Class 2,
CT Head wo IV Contrast (H wo IV Cont.); Class 3, CT Chest
wo IV Contrast (C wo IV Contr.); and Class 4, CT Abdomen
Pelvis wo IV Contrast (AP wo IV Cont.). The ROC curves’
micro and macro averaging were calculated with the area
under the curve (AUC) of 98.6% and 97.5%, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION
Based on important feature plots, the role of features in each
model was compared comprehensively to reveal the most
important features [38]. The top four features were Proc ID,
Order Description, Pat Class, and ICD10.

Due to variations among protocols, we initially limited our
data pull to abdominal CT scans, which themselves already
have substantial variation. At our institution, the abdomen is
the most common region subjected to CT routinely. Abdom-
inal CT is used to evaluate abdominal, flank, and pelvic pain,
to detect masses and fluid collections, to identify sites of
malignancy, inflammation, and infection, to reveal causes of
bowel obstruction, weight loss, and fever, and to clarify labo-
ratory or other imaging findings [45]. However, we expanded
our database by including head CT and chest CT without IV
contrast of the patients who had undergone abdominal CT,
principally due to non-localized conditions, such as metas-
tasis. Due to recording inconsistencies between the ICD10
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FIGURE 10. Pie charts of categorical variable distributions.

codes and their descriptions, as well as Ordering Proce-
dure IDs and their descriptions, we kept the codes and their
descriptions in the input signals. This is the reason for obtain-
ing different roles between the codes and their descriptions in
the SHAP summary plot.

Understanding the data distribution andmaintaining it after
splitting are critical because the dataset should be verified to
be an appropriate proxy for the ability of interest for the mod-
eling goal [46]. Appendix C includes a table indicating the
distribution of numerical variables and pie charts illustrating
the distribution of categorical variables.

Normalization of numerical variables and transformation
of categorical variables were performed to standardize data
before tuning themodels. This process conforms the collected
data to a standard scale and constrains each variable to a
limited range, thereby allowing data recorded from different
sources to be used together. Standardization also reduces
model sensitivity to the scale of the input variables.

The patient information was not limited to radiology
reports. In addition to radiology reports the EMRs also
included admissions (ADT), procedures, labs, orders, and
diagnoses.
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TABLE 3. Summary of selected attributes.

To minimize the impact of random split on the data
distribution, the entire dataset was split using a stratified
sampling mechanism. Data were split into strata (i.e., sub-
groups) sharing common characteristics. This method keeps
the distribution of target variables (i.e., radiology titles)
equivalent across various splits and reduces the sampling
variability [47].

Dimensionality reduction was not applied because the
feature space was not too large. Dimensionality reduction
methods such as principal component analysis, singular value
decomposition, and linear discriminant analysis are recom-
mended when dealing with high-dimensional data [48]. Since
the ratio of feature space dimensions to number of datapoints
(30/134,089) was low, applying dimensionality reduction
methods may not notably change the results. Future studies

TABLE 4. Selected Hyperparameters.

that use higher-dimensional feature space (i.e., by including
image and free-text information) will apply these methods.
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TABLE 5. Distribution of numerical variables.

FIGURE 11. Confusion matrix in percentage for the voting classifier on
the test set.

Two engineering challenges were addressed: overfitting
and imbalanced data. For example, overfitting was present
in XGB and RF models, and the training accuracy of 95.3%
and 98.8% were obtained while their test accuracies were
55.1% and 53.2%, respectively. The issue of overfitting was
overcome by expanding the cohort size and the feature space.
To expand the cohort size, we included data for a wide age
range (18, 90) and included all related scans, even beyond
the abdomen. With a limited number of samples, rules can be
too specific, leading to overfitting due to the induction rules
that define minority concepts being much fewer or weaker

TABLE 6. Summary of missing imputations.

than those of majority concepts [49]. Addressing overfitting
by expanding the data such that other radiology titles were
included (e.g., for head CT without contrast and chest CT
without contrast) expanded the data beyond abdominal CT
cases.

We studied the confusion matrices for all models using
the test sets. Appendix D shows the confusion matrix in
percentage for the voting classifier. Analysis of the confusion
matrices derived on the test set using all models showed that
most of the errors that occurred were in predicting all titles as
the most common radiology title, CT Abdomen Pelvis with
IV Contrast.

We assumed that overfitting was secondary to data imbal-
ance, which can cause learning models to fail to generalize
inductive rules. Thus, the imbalance issue was addressed
by incorporating the reweighting schedule mechanism that
includes sample weights in the models. With this mechanism,
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the sample weights are changed to give more significance
to minor class samples in the training data [50]. In addi-
tion, we exploited the class weight mechanism, in which
the minority classes are penalized for misclassification more
strongly than are the majority classes to balance the contri-
bution of each class to the total loss [50]. This mechanism
also reduces bias toward the majority classes and achieves
well-balanced performance for all classes.

Boosting algorithms have the advantage of being highly
interpretable. They make predictions efficiently because the
performance of each model feature can be determined and
thus linked to radiology images. For example, identifying
the significance of the role of the Proc ID, Order Descrip-
tion, and ICD10 feature is reasonable because these features
carry information about imaging order and selection prac-
tices. Although boosting is a resilient method for addressing
overfitting, it can be highly sensitive to outliers due to each
classifier trying to fix predecessor errors [22].
We evaluated two imputation mechanisms to address data

missingness: filling with previous records and MissFor-
est [51]. Table 6 in Appendix E shows the percentages of
missing values in the initial data and after the use of each
and both methods. The filling mechanism notably reduced
the number of missing values in Patient Level Care, Patient
Service, Patient Class, Order Status Code, and Quantity.
MissForest played a role when the filling mechanism could
not address the missingness, e.g., for demographic charac-
teristics such as Height and Weight and laboratory results
such as the BUN/Creatinine Ratio, Creatinine Serum, and
Creatinine Urine.

Based on the model evaluations presented in Table 2, the
highest accuracy score (82.9%) was obtained for the voting
classifier on a held-out test set. A precision score of 79.5%
was obtained on average. The LGBM and Voting classi-
fiers obtained the highest precision (>83.0%), indicating
acceptable performance in obtaining high true positive and
low false positive rates. The voting classifier’s highest recall
score (82.9%) indicates that this model also outperformed
in identifying true cases and has the lowest false negative
rate. The highest F1-score (82.9%) was also obtained for the
voting classifier. The results indicate that the voting classifier
outperformed individual models, i.e., making the ensemble
more effective than the individual ones.

The F1-score, used in the presently employed 10-fold
cross-validation process, is an appropriate model perfor-
mance metric for the evaluation of imbalanced data. It has
been used widely to evaluate classifier performance when
encountering a rare class [52]. Although the accuracy val-
ues were slightly larger than the F1-scores in most mod-
els, we considered the F1-score to be a more appropriate
reflection of acceptable model performance because it is
a ‘‘single-number evaluation metric’’ [53], which is a har-
monic (i.e., weighted) mean of precision and recall used for
model comparison [22]. Whereas the regular mean treats all
values equally, the weighted mean assigns more weight to

low frequencies. The F1-score for a classifier is high when
both recall and precision are high [22]. We obtained the
best F1-score for the voting classifier in the cross-validation
evaluations. The F1-scores of > 80% indicate the acceptable
performance of the models for 15 radiology titles. Consid-
ering similar systems and using an RF model, Brown and
Marotta obtained 83% accuracy for only five brain MRI
protocols [11]. It should be noted that the tail classes (>5)
had less than approximately 800 instances, as this might be
attributed to the scarcity of training data, specifically the
limited number of instances available for the minor classes.
Although the definition of an acceptable F1-score depends
on the task and application, F1-scores > 0.8 are generally
considered to be acceptable in the medical field, such as
in applications for human activity recognition using deep
learning [54], liver lesion detection using deep convolutional
neural networks [55], and autism disorder identification using
deep learning and support vector machine models [56].

Comparison of SHAP plots showing the contribution of
each feature to the predictions and thus the relative impor-
tance of each feature indicated that soft voting performed
well, presumably because it gives more weight to highly
confident votes. The most important features were consis-
tently detected by the models having SHAP plots. More
accurate title prediction was obtained with the voting clas-
sifier (82.7%) than with any of the base classifiers within
the ensemble (LGBM, 81.6%; XGB, 82.1%; RF, 80.6%;
AdaBoost, 82.1%; RUSBoost, 72.9%). Obtaining 98.6% and
97.5% for the micro and macro averages of AUC indicates
the well performance of the algorithm. While the AUC micro
and macro averages (98.6% and 97.5%, respectively) are in
agreement, the AUC micro average reflects the overall good
performance of the algorithm, and the AUC macro average
indicates that the algorithm performs well despite having
imbalanced data. The AUC macro average is the preferred
choice of evaluation in imbalanced multi-class settings [57]
because theAUCmacro average evaluates theAUCs indepen-
dently for each class and then computes the overall average;
thus, all classes are treated equally. However, the AUC micro
average considers the contribution of each class in computing
the average metric, and the metric may be affected by a large
number of major classes.

The contribution of this paper includes the development of
a preprocessingmechanism, selection of appropriate features,
model design, and the optimization of model parameters
to obtain the most suitable pipeline for selecting appropri-
ate radiology titles. These radiology titles could be used to
guide radiologists quickly to appropriate imaging protocols
for incoming exam orders, as well as suggest appropriate
reporting templates during image interpretation. In follow-up
work, we will extend our algorithm to output appropri-
ate imaging protocols for incoming orders. The developed
algorithm presented here has the potential to reduce, to some
extent, radiologist workloads, which would enable radiolo-
gists to focus their time on more critical tasks such as image
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interpretation. Adoption of such algorithms can improve
the efficiency of radiology service delivery and thus reduce
healthcare costs. Such improvements have been estimated to
have the ability to reduce radiology department costs by more
than $30 million (US dollars) per year [58].

The collected and preprocessed patient EMRs were not
limited to radiology reports. EMRs were collected from
various sources such as admissions (ADT), procedures,
labs, orders, diagnoses, and radiology reports. Although the
present models were trained based on data obtained from
a single institution, they can also be trained using other
resources because recorded EMRs across the globe share
the same syntax and semantic standards. To make EMRs
interoperable and accessible, the recorded data follow cer-
tain rules to be accurate, consistent, and reproducible [59].
These standards include the Health Level Seven International
(HL7) and Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR)
specifications and Logical Observation Identifiers Names
and Codes (LOINC). HL7 and FHIR standards ensure clin-
ical data exchange. FHIR has been employed to standardize
data formats, data elements, and application programming
interface protocols for EMR exchange across various insti-
tutions [60], and LOINC has been used to standardize EMR
terminologies for lab results, clinical measurements, docu-
ments, and surveys. In addition, radiology lexicon (RadLex)
has been employed as a common lexicon across institutions.
RadLex has standardized many radiological terms, includ-
ing anatomy, diseases, and findings. The LOINC-RSNA
Radiology Playbook has also been used across institutions
as a consistent structure for radiology titles and imaging
procedure names [61]. Thus, our proposed pipeline can be
generalized and tested using EMR resources from other insti-
tutions in the US and around the globe. Similar data can be
pulled from the resources of any institution, and the proposed
pipeline can be used to fine-tune models for that particular
institution.

Limitations of this work include using data from only one
healthcare system. The radiology titles in each healthcare
system can vary slightly, thus there will likely be a need
to retrain the models for each institution to ensure medical
safety [62]. This limitation can also be addressed by incor-
porating more data from other institutions in future work.
An additional limitation of this work was the use of a super-
vised learningmechanism. Consequently, we assumed that all
labeled data are accurately labeled while there might be errors
or disagreements in assigning the radiology titles, especially
in the labels of minor classes. To address this limitation on
supervised learning, we used the voting classifier to make an
ensemble mechanism. The ensemble mechanism combined
the prediction of all five models, each with different strengths
and weaknesses. In future work, we will use unsupervised
learning to identify the outliers in each class. In addition,
we will develop a feedback mechanism for radiologists to
return any wrongly classified instances. We hope that radi-
ologists will help identify issues underlying the assignment
of radiology titles and resolve disagreements in labeling.

V. CONCLUSION
The present study (1) demonstrated the ability of a newly
developed system employing ML techniques to predict radi-
ology titles based on EMR data and (2) identified the most
important features in this process. Use of this type of system
can guide radiology-referring physicians toward correct radi-
ology title selection and it has the capacity to alert radiologists
and radiology technologists to inconsistencies between radi-
ology titles in exam orders and patients’ conditions. Potential
radiologist time savings with this AI system could be redi-
rected to focus on critical tasks requiring their expertise.

APPENDIX A
Relevant attributes were selected in consultation with three
radiologists working at the authors’ healthcare center. The
final selected attributes are described in Table 3.

APPENDIX B
Selected hyperparameters and their values and tuning ranges
are reported in Table 4.

APPENDIX C
Table 5 indicates the distribution of numerical variables.
Fig. 10 shows the distribution of categorical variables using
pie charts.

APPENDIX D
Fig. 11 shows the confusion matrix in percentage for the
voting classifier using the held-out test set.

APPENDIX E
Table 6 shows the percentages of missing values for all
selected features before and after the application of the two
imputation mechanisms (filling with previous records and
MissForest).
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